FY 2018 Participating CBSV Companies

1) 360 MORTGAGE GROUP, LLC
2) ABSO - A STERLING INFOSYSTEMS COMPANY d/b/a STERLING TALENT SOLUTIONS
3) ACCIO DATA, INC
4) ADP SCREENING AND SELECTION SERVICES d/b/a ADP SASS
5) ADVANCED DATA CORP. d/b/a ADVANCED DATA
6) AISS - A STERLING INFOSYSTEMS COMPANY d/b/a STERLING TALENT SOLUTIONS
7) ALLSOUTH FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
8) APPLICATION RESEARCHERS, LLC
9) ASSURE HIRE, INC.
10) AURICO REPORTS, LLC
11) AUTOMATION RESEARCH, INC. d/b/a DATAVERIFY
12) BACKGROUND INFORMATION SERVICES INC
13) BANK-FUND STAFF FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
14) BELLCO CREDIT UNION
15) BROWNGREER PLC
16) CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS & REHAB
17) CANDID RESEARCH, INC.
18) COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
19) COMPUTER INFORMATION DEVELOPMENT, LLC
20) CORELOGIC CREDCO, LLC d/b/a CORELOGIC
21) CORPORATE INVESTIGATION INC
22) CREATIVE SERVICES, INC
23) CREDIT BUREAU OF COUNCIL BLUFFS, INC d/b/a CREDIT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
24) CREDIT INTERLINK INC d/b/a PARTNERS CREDIT & VERIFICATION SOLUTIONS
25) CREDIT PLUS INC.
26) DATA CORPORATION OF AMERICA dba IRSTAXRECORDS.COM
27) DATA FACTS, INC
28) DIRECT MORTGAGE CORP
29) DISA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS, INC
30) DOVER FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
31) EDGE INFORMATION MGMT INC
32) EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
33) ET ALL INC
34) EUGENE WATER & ELECTRIC BOARD
35) FD HOLDINGS LLC d/b/a FACTUAL DATA
36) FIRST ADVANTAGE BACKGROUND SERVICES CORP.
37) FIRST AMERICAN MORTGAGE SOLUTIONS, LLC
38) FIRST BANK OF ALABAMA
39) FRAUDTECHNOLOGY.com Corp. d/b/a FRAUDTECHNOLOGY.COM
40) HIRERIGHT, LLC
41) HOSPITAL SERVICES CORPORATION OF NEW MEXICO d/b/a HOSPITAL SERVICES CORPORATION
42) HUMAN RESOURCE PROFILE, INC.
43) ID CHECK.COM, CORP d/b/a IDCHECKDIRECT.COM
44) INCO CHECK INC
45) INFORMATIVE RESEARCH, INC.
46) INSITE SECURITY, INC.
47) INTELLICORP RECORDS INC
48) JP MORGAN CHASE AND CO.
49) JUSTIFACTS CREDENTIAL
50) LEXISNEXIS RISK SOLUTIONS INC.
51) LOAN INCOME VERIFICATION SERVICES d/b/a LIVS
52) LOGICEASE SOLUTIONS INC. d/b/a COMPLIANCE EASE
53) MARTIN DATA, LLC d/b/a usinfosearch.com
54) MARTIN INFORMATION & INVESTIGATION, LLC d/b/a USINFOSEARCH.COM
55) MERCHANTS INFORMATION SOLUTIONS, INC.
56) MJ COASTAL ENTERPRISES d/b/a MFI CREDIT SOLUTIONS
57) NATIONAL CREDIT-REPORTING SYSTEM
58) ONE SOURCE TECHNOLOGY d/b/a/ ASURINT
59) PENEGON NEWPORT BEACH INC
60) PITCHPOINT SOLUTIONS CORP.
61) POINTSERV TECHNOLOGIES, LLC d/b/a PGB SOLUTIONS, INC.
62) PRE-EMPLOY.COM, INC.
63) PRIVATE EYES, INC d/b/a 4506-TRANSCRIPTS.COM
64) QUESTSOFT CORPORATION
65) RISK ASSESSMENT GROUP, INC.
66) SAN ANTONIO RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION d/b/a SARMA
67) SANTANDER CONSUMER USA, CHRYSLER CAPITAL
68) SCREENING REPORTS, INC
69) SEATTLE METROPOLITAN CREDIT UNION
70) SESLOC FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
71) SETTLEMENTONE CORPORATION d/b/a SETTLEMENTONE DATA
72) SHIELD SCREEN, LLC d/b/a SHIELD SCSREENING, LLC
73) TABB, INC
74) TAKE THREE TECHNOLOGIES, LLC
75) TALX CORPORATION,
76) TRIVERIFY LLC
77) UNIVERSAL CREDIT SERVICES, LLC
78) VERI-TAX, LLC
79) WATERFRONT COMMISSION OF NEW YORK HARBOR